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Rhomboid Push-UpsFrom Table, keeping elbows straight, squeeze shoulder blades together and then release them to neutral. Don't let shoulders move up toward ears. Keep pelvis level. 

Strap StretchLie on your back, put a strap around the ball of the right foot. Straighten right leg and lift it toward your face as far as you can without locking or bending the knee. Left leg can be bent or straight (straight is ideal). If you have original hips, then next move the right leg across the body to the left, until you feel a stretch in the outer right hip. (Those with a replace hip, skip that second part.) Hold each part of the pose for about a minute, then switch legs. 

Spinal TwistLie on right side with a bolster along your legs. Bend left leg and place lower leg on bolster so that the knee and ankle are both supported. Bring left hand to outer right knee to encourage the knee to stay on bolster. Stack folded blankets on bolster if you need more height; do the same for your head, if necessary. Roll your torso to the left, making a bird wing with left arm if needed, to keep shoulder comfortable. Hold for a minute or two, and repeat on other side. 

Calf StretchStand in Mountain Pose. Place the ball of the right foot on a half dome or rolled blanket, keeping the heel on the floor. Lift & spread toes. Left foot in next to or a little behind right foot. Keep shoulders over hips and see how far you can step the left foot forward, maintaining upper body alignment. Hold for 30 seconds and switch legs. 

Floor Angels with BolsterLie on your back with the upper back and head supported by a bolster; add folded blankets for more head support, as needed. Starting with A-frame arms, snow angel the arms up toward ears, keeping hands on/near the floor, without moving your rib cage. Do a few snow angels, and then rest with arms in either an A-frame or a T. 

Inspired by Katy Bowman, www.nutritiousmovement.com
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